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ABSTRACT

Recent developments in GPU-based CFD computing, e.g. [1], [2], [3] show that optimized flow solvers
can be up to an order of magnitude faster than current standard two-socket x86-type servers. We use a
lattice Boltzmann method based flow solver kernel, which is proven to perform well both on CPUs and
GPUs. We study the impact of the most important optimization steps on both architectures and compare
with appropriate performance models. Furthermore a multi-core aware temporal blocking strategy for
CPUs is demonstrated, which increases cache reuse and further narrows the performance gap to GPUs.
Going beyond a single compute node we evaluate the potential of multi-node GPU clusters for our CFD
solver. Basic estimates in table 1 show that the vast single GPU performance is put into perspective for
parallel GPU computations if the required data transfers via PCIe and InfiniBand are considered as
well. Finally we show the performance of an implemented standalone GPU solver as well as a hybrid
CPU/GPU solver on single compute nodes and on distributed CPU/GPU compute nodes.

Steps GTX 280 (∼ 300 MLUPS) Intel Xeon 5550 node ( ∼ 100 MLUPS)
Compute Time 0.8 ms 2.6 ms

PCIe: 5 GB/s (a) 0.3 ms –
(2 GB/s) (b) (0.9 ms) –

IB: 2.4 GB/s (I) 0.7 ms 0.7 ms
Total Time: a + I 1.8 ms → 145 FluidMLUPS/s 3.3 ms → 79 FluidMLUPS/s

b + I 2.4 ms → 109 FluidMLUPS/s 3.3 ms → 79 FluidMLUPS/s

Table 1: Estimates for a hybrid single precision LBM implementation using cluster compute nodes
equipped with GPUs and InfiniBand network interconnects. The speedup when using GPUs instead of
CPUs ranges from 1.3 to 1.8 depending on the strength of the communication network.
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